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ABSTRACT

For typical PWR open lattice core configurations,
detailed core analyses are performed in a cascade fashion.
In this approach, crossflows between fuel assemblies are
first determined by treating each fuel assembly as a
homogenized region and these crossflows are subsequently
imposed as boundary conditions in the subchannel analysis
of the hot assembly. The common requirement of these
procedures is for transport or coupling coefficients to
represent exchange in momentum and energy between the
homogenized regions. These coefficients are developed
from the conservation equations and examined in this
thesis.
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NOMENCLATURE

A. cross-section area for subchannels i, (L 2

A cross-section area for any subchannel (L )s

A kcross-section area for homogenized subchannels
k k (L2)

c. thermal conduction coefficient for subchan-
nels i and j (H/T6L)

CLR thermal conduction coefficient for homogen-
ized subchannels L and R (H/TeL)

c. crossflow friction force for subchannel i (F)

C crossflow friction force for homogenized
subchannels (F)

Ax axial elevation increment, (L)

At axial change of radially averaged enthalpy in
the multi-subchannel representation, (H)

AH axial change of radially averaged enthalpy in
the homogenized representation, (H)

F axial friction force per unit length (F/L)

FR Flow ratio

F average flow rate

g gravitational constant, (L/T2)

g. mass flux of channel i

G averaged mass flux

h. enthalpy for subchannel i, (H)
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h* effective enthalpy carried by diversion
crossflow (H)

k1 radially averaged multi-subchannel enthalpy,
(H)

Hk homogenized enthalpy for region k, (H)

HR inlet enthalpy ratio

K crossflow resistance coefficient

L channel length, (L)

m. flow rate for subchannel i (M/T)

M k flow rate for homogenized region k, (M/T)

N Total number of subchannels

NH,NU,NTP,NTF,NTU coupling coefficients

NH averaged coupling coefficient

N' N/2 for N even

-+ for N odd
2 2

pi pressure for subchannel i (F/L
2)

P k pressure for homogenized region k (F/L )

P R power ratio

ql heat addition per unit length, for subchannel i
(H/L)

q averaged heat addition per unit length (H/L)

Qk heat addition per unit length for homogenized
region k (H/L)

RHRp ratio of NH in the FLOW UPSET CASE

S rod spacing (L)

u* effective velocity carried by diversion

u effective averaged velocity for adjacent channels
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u. effective momentum velocity for subchannel
i, (L/T)

U keffective momentum velocity for homogenized
Uk region k, (L/T)

U effective averaged velocity for homogenized
region L and R

w. . diversion crossflow between adjacent sub-
channels (M/TL)

WLR diversion crossflow between homogenized region
L and R (M/TL)

W! .turbulent interchange between adjacent sub-
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W? turbulent interchange between adjacent homo-
L,R genized region L and R (M/TL)

p* density carried by the diversion crossflow
(M/L3)

turbulent mixing parameter

Subscripts

i subchannel identification number

k homogenized region identification number

Variables

axial elevation node along the subchannels



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Thermal hydraulic design studies of Pressurized

Water Reactor (PWR) core performance are carried out

using lumped parameter computational methods typified

by the COBRA and THINC2 developments. In analyses of

these cores the smallest homogenized segment is a sub-

channel which is characterized by properties of inter-

est such as enthalpy, flow rate and pressure. For

typical PWR open lattice core configurations, detailed

core analyses are performed in a cascade fashion. In

this approach, crossflows between fuel assemblies are

first determined by treating each fuel assembly as a

homogenized region and these crossflows are subsequent-

ly imposed as boundary conditions in the subchannel

analysis of the hot assembly. Alternatively, some

analyses are performed by representing the core by

increasing coarsely homogenized regions around the hot

subchannel of interest.

The common requirement of each of these procedures

is for transport or coupling coefficients to represent

exchange of momentum and energy between the homogenized

regions. These coefficients are properly developed
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when they produce properties in a homogenized region

which are equivalent to those obtained by averaging

local distributions of the same properties over the

same region. The work of France and Ginsberg 3 and

Ramm, Johannsen and Todreas on developing transport

coefficients for adjacent subchannels from local pro-

perty distributions within a subchannel represents

the solution to an analogous problem. In our case

the smallest region is the subchannel so that our homo-

genized representation of the individual subchannels

comprising an assembly becomes analogous to the earlier

France et al. homogenized representation of the subchan-

nel. However, as opposed to this previous work, in

the case we now address, crossflows between subchannels

exist and must be considered in the analysis.

1.2 General Problem Statement

We desired to represent a PWR assembly comprised

of a square array of N by N rods as a single node in a

corewide lumped parameter analysis. We seek those trans-

port coefficients which when used in the lumped analy-

sis will yield node enthalpies for all axial stations

equivalent to those obtained by averaging the subchan-

nel enthalpies over all subchannels comprising the

single node. It is assumed that the axial enthalpy dis-
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tribution of every subchannel in the N by N array is

known. In our example we obtain this known distribu-

tion from analysis of the N by N assembly using arbi-

trary coefficients for interaction between subchannels.

This known axial enthalpy distribution of course is

ultimately to be derived from experiment. Interpre-

tation of such experiments to yield coefficients and

this known distribution is a topic separate from the

task of this work.

1.3 Cases of Interest

Let us identify cases of interest and test the use-

fulness of our hypothesis in solving these cases.

a) Case 1: The prime case of interest is that

of adjacent heated bundles with different linear power

ratings and different inlet mass flow rates. Within

each bundle the linear power and mass flow rate is

taken constant. We identify this case as the POWER/

FLOW UPSET CONDITION. This case has been studied for

the condition leading to the maximum crossflow which

occurs when the higher power and lower inlet flow exist

together in the same bundle. Other variables in this

case are the power and flow ratios between assemblies.

These ratios were both taken as 1.2, the maximum anti-

cipated in practice.
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b) Case 2: A degenerate version of Case 1 is

that of linear power upset but the same inlet mass

flow to each assembly. This case was studied since

crossflow is reduced versus Case 1 and is only due to

radial enthalpy gradients between assemblies. This

case is called the POWER UPSET CONDITION.

The following two non-prototypic reactor cases

were also examined. These cases permitted almost com-

plete separation of the enthalpy and crossflow effects.

Additionally, they are of interest in themselves

since experiments based on these cases may be performed

since they are considerably less complex and costly

than heated, multipin assembly tests. These cases are:

c) Case 3: Unheated rods with all subchannels

in each of the two adjacent assemblies at a uniform

inlet enthalpy. Each assembly however, has a differ-

ent inlet enthalpy. Both assemblies have the same

inlet mass flux to each subchannel. This case is

called the ENTHALPY UPSET CONDITION.

d) Case 4: Same as Case 3 except the upset condi-

tion is in inlet mass flux plus the inlet enthalpy. This

case is called the ENTHALPY/FLOW UPSET CONDITION.

For each case of interest, a range of bundle sizes,

N' = f(N) and subchannel mixing rates, 3, were investi-
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gated spanning the range of interest to PWR applica-

tion. The input parameters K and S/L for the crossflow

resistance and the control volume of the crossflow are

kept constant as 0.5.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS OF PROBLEM SOLUTION

2.1 Detailed Problem Definition

Figure 1 illustrates a typical N by N assembly

of interest (N odd) surrounded by neighboring assem-

blies. We develop a one dimensional solution by

selecting adjacent strips of N' subchannels where for

N ddN1=N +1N odd, N' N + 1 the edge subchannel being half the

Nsize of the interior subchannels (for N even, N' = 2

and the edge subchannel is equal to the interior sub-

channel). The selected adjacent strips shown in Figure

2 are assumed to be bounded by adiabatic, impervious

boundaries. The homogenized representation of Figure

2 is shown in Figure 3 which has flow area, wetted peri-

meter, heat flux and mass flow equivalent to that of

the strip of N' subchannels. It should be recognized

that many equivalent pictorial homogenized representa-

tions satisfying these conditions are possible. How-

ever, since the following prescribed prediction tech-

nique does not utilize the distance between subchannel

centroids of Figure 2, any equivalent pictorial repre-

sentation can be adopted.

We require that at every axial position of the homo-

genized region, the total flow, the energy content and
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the pressure drop from inlet should be the same as

those obtainable by averaging the values of the indivi-

dual subchannels. These conditions are met if the

mass, heat and momentum transfer across the boundary

between the adjacent strips at every axial position

are the same in both cases. In calculating the boun-

dary transport, we use subchannel values of the pressure

and enthalpy differences in the multi-subchannel case

but the difference in the averaged values in the homo-

genized representation.

For the homogenized representation calculation,

we require a method of calculating the lateral trans-

port in terms of what would have been the local para-

meter difference while knowing only the average differ-

ences.

2.2 Problem Solution by Analysis of the Differential

Form of the Conservation Equations

We postulate that this can be accomplished by

applying suitable coefficients to the terms in the con-

servation equations of the homogenized representation.

The form of these coefficients which transform average

(homogenized representation) parameter differences to

local (multi-channel representation) differences are

derived in Appendix A from the differential expression

of the conservation equations. These forms are
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N H L - R

H hC - hD

N UL - R

U u C - D

N =
TU -

S(UWLR

Ei=_
E 3 u w.

i=A1,+
3x

PL ~ R
NTP PA ~F

N =E _
TF E

E C.
i=A 1

WLRW

L, R
E 1,

i=A 1i3i+l

*
where p is the density of fluid at the donor channel

for the diversion crossflow. (Refer to Figures 2 and

3 for subscripts A, B, C, D, E and F; L and R).

Appendix A further presents detailed formula for

these coefficients in terms of parameters available from

multi-channel analysis. In the remainder of thesis, we
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a) assess the validity of these formula when

analyses are made using the difference forms

of the conservation equations used in COBRA

IIIC,

b) utilize these formula to present recommended

values of the coefficients for the 4 cases of

Chapter 1 for a selected range of 6 and N',

c) assess the errors which still remain in homo-

genized representation results when these

coefficients are employed.

2.3 Problem Solution by Analysis of the Difference (i.e.

COBRA IIIC) Form of the Conservation Equations

For reactor analysis which is to be done by lumped

channel methods, i.e., COBRA IIIC, difference approxi-

mations to the differential form of the conservation

equations are employed. Appendix B, formulated with

the assistance of Pablo Moreno, presents the conserva-

tion equations for both the multi-subchannel case and

the homogenized representation in difference form. Un-

fortunately the complexity of these equations precludes

the possibility of employing simple but exact coupling

coefficients in the transverse momentum equations. How-

ever the simple, albeit approximate, forms of coupling

coefficients summarized in the previous section, will
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yield satisfactory results for most practical reactor

conditions. The most limiting assumptions imposed in

using these simple forms of coupling coefficients in

the difference equations concern the diversion cross-

flow terms. Therefore, results utilizing these approxi-

mate coefficients for analysis of conditions of severe

flow and/or power upset conditions can be in signifi-

cant error.

Specifically from Appendix C these assumptions are:
*

a) Use of the following expression for hC in the

energy equation:

H + H
HL + HR HL - L R

h 2 + N 2 WLR>0 (2.3.1)
H

*
b) Use of the following expression for u in the

axial momentum equation:

TI U + U
* U + UR U - L R W >0

u = 2 + 2 L,R>0 (2.3.2)

This assumption holds for the condition of symmetric

enthalpy profile with respect to the boundary. If not,
H + H

L R
2 can not be regarded as the enthalpy at the

boundary of two strips, L and R. Appendix C is written

to show this asymmetric enthalpy feature around the boun-

dary where diversion crossflow is large.
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2.4 Proposed Approach of Utilizing Only One Coupling

Coefficient

Study of these five coupling coefficients indi-

cates that N H is the most important in calculating the

changes in enthalpy and axial velocity of the homogen-

ized representation over the axial region of interest.

Thus the method of solution can be further simplified

by employing only one coupling coefficient, i.e., NH'

However, it is suggested that NU, NTF and NTU be employed

if the diversion crossflow plays an important role in

the transverse energy transport between channels. For

N less than 23 and flow ratio between assemblies at the

inlet less than 1.2, the utilization of only one coupling

coefficient (NH) yields satisfactory results for all

cases.

Current approaches for the lumped-parameter calcu-

lations either adopt NH = 1 or NH = N (refer to Reference

5, pg. 276). Further, in these approaches the coupling

coefficient is used only in the turbulent mixing compo-

nent term of the energy equation. With the approach

of using NH = 1, the energy transport by the turbulent

mixing and the diversion crossflow in the homogenized

region calculation is highly exaggerated. Therefore,

optimistic results for the axial enthalpy changes in

the hot channel are to be expected. On the other hand,
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use of NH = N can excessively suppress the energy trans-

port by the turbulent mixing. Therefore in the case

of N H = N, results for axial enthalpy changes of the

hot channels in the homogenized region calculation are

expected to be conservative but the deviation of the

lumped enthalpy change from the averaged values in the

multi-subchannel calculation is still rather large with

respect to the approach employing NH = 1. However,

with the linear enthalpy profile throughout the subchan-

nels, NH becomes N. (Refer to Appendix D for the deri-

vation)

2.5 Assessment of Errors with the One Coefficient

Approach

Since only one coupling coefficient (NH) is used

in our approach, deviations of the results in the homo-

genized region calculation from that in the multi-sub-

channel calculation are expected. The major reasons

for these deviations are summarized below.

a) due to improper computation of the momentum

and the energy carried by the diversion cross-

flow through the boundary between homogenized

regions, i.e., assumptions of equations (2.3.1)

and (2.3.2),

b) due to the lack of a corrective method for
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matching the homogenized region axial and

transverse momentum to the standard values

of the multichannel calculation, i.e., NU'

NTU, NTF and NTP are not employed.

The general expectation for predictions using only

NH in the homogenized region calculation is discussed

below under the specific cases of interest since the

importance of NH varies under different conditions, i.e.,

enthalpy upset, flow upset, power upset and power and

flow upset. For the cases of small diversion crossflow,

the importance of NH can be studied by assuming there

is no diversion crossflow through the boundary. In

Appendix E a relation between the errors of the homo-

genized region axial enthalpy changes and the operational

conditions, i.e., FR, HR' R, q' and 6 under the no

crossflow condition has been derived. A qualitative

study for the role of N H under different conditions

has been made in the following sections. It is conven-

ient to study these cases in the order of ENTHALPY UPSET

Case, ENTHALPY AND FLOW Case, POWER UPSET Case and POWER

AND FLOW UPSET Case.

2.5.1 Unheated Cases
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2.5.1.1 Enthalpy Upset Cases

Since there is no flow upset in this case,

significant diversion crossflow does not occur. It

is expected that good homogenized region enthalpy

rise results can be obtained in this case by only

employing NH.

From the derivation in Appendix E, the error for

the homogenized region axial enthalpy change using

NH = 1 of the hotter channel can be expressed as:

ERROR = (1 - N ) (C.9)

where NH is the axially averaged NH computed by our

suggested method.

Since NH is slightly proportional to the number

of channels, i.e., N, and always larger than 1, the

error is always negative and increases slightly as N

increases. The negative error means the predicted hot

channel exit enthalpies are always less than that in

the multi-subchannel calculation.

If NH = N is employed in the homogenized region

calculation, the error for the homogenized region axial

enthalpy change can be expressed as:

ERROR = (N - NH) (2.5.1.1)

which is always positive. Since NH is usually less
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than one third of N, it is expected that the error in

the case of N H = N is about two times larger than that

in the case of NH 1.

The effect of 3 and HR do not directly come into

play. However, the error is expected to increase as

S decreases. This is because the axial rise of the

homogenized enthalpy decreases as decreases.

2.5.1.2 Enthalpy and Flow Upset Case

The role of the diversion crossflow in

this case is between that in the enthalpy upset case

and that in the power and flow upset case. Therefore

the error in the axial enthalpy changes is expected to

lie between that in the enthalpy upset case and in the

power and flow upset case.

Furthermore, the error for the axial enthalpy chan-

ges in the hot channel by employing NH = 1 can be expressed

in the same way as that in the enthalpy upset case.

Therefore, NH has the same importance as that in the

enthalpy upset case.

2.5.2 Heated Cases

2.5.2.1 Power Upset Case

Axial enthalpy changes are due to three mech-

anisms: heat added from the rods, energy transport by
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the turbulent interchange between channels and energy

transport by the diversion crossflow between channels.

From equation E.14 in Appendix E, the error for the

enthalpy change in hot channel by using NH = 1 can be

expressed as the following:

1-1
NH

ERROR = H (E.20)
R A N

(PR-)SL NH

Since the axial enthalpy change due to the heat added

from the fuel rods is generally larger than that due to

the diversion crossflow, the errors in the determination

of the lumped energy transport by the diversion cross-

flow have less effect on the total axial enthalpy change

than in the unheated cases. Thus, favorable results in

the homogenized region predictions are expected to be

obtained for even crude estimates of NH.

It is interesting to note that the error is not a

function of the heat generation rate (q ). In the mean-

while, the error decreases as N increases and as PR approach-

es unity. Thus, the larger the PR and the smaller the N,

the more important the NH'

2.5.2.2 Power and Flow Upset Condition

For the same reason as stated in 2.2.1, good
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results are expected to be obtained even though the

diversion crossflow in this case is larger than that

in the power upset case. The importance of NH is also

the same as that in the power upset case. However, the

error increases as FR increases.
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CHAPTER 3

RECOMMENDED COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR UNHEATED BUNDLES

Two cases are discussed in this chapter, i.e., the

enthalpy upset case and the enthalpy and flow upset case.

Numerical values of NH of these two cases are obtained

for three values of N and three values of 3, i.e., N = 5,

11 and 23; 3 = 0.005, 0.02, and 0.04. Other input data

S
in COBRA IIIC, E and K, are kept constant and equal to

0.5.

3.1 Enthalpy Upset Case

The numerical values of NH are evaluated from the

results of multi-channel computation utilizing a step

shaped inlet enthalpy upset. It is suggested that two

half-sized subchannels C and D always be utilized to

obtain the subchannel parameters hC and hD. The reason

is that the required difference, hC - hD, in the defi-

nition of N H is generally poorly approximated by the

enthalpies of the subchannel B and E (refer to Figure 2

for subscripts B, C, D and E). For instance, if we

compute NH by the following relation

HL - R (3.1)
H hB - E

4
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the error of the enthalpy rise involved in the homo-

genized region case will be 45% higher than that using

NH evaluated by the parameters of the half-sized sub-

channels C and D.

It is worthwhile noting that the numeric solution of

COBRA IIIC imposes a limitation on 8 due to enthalpy fluc-

tuation when the energy transport is assumed to occur only

by the turbulent interchange which is more restrictive in

the half-size channel computation than in the full-sized

computation. The maximum allowable value for this case is

0.048 (refer to Appendix F for the derivation). Therefore

=0.04 is picked as the upper bound of 3 in our approach.

3.1.1 Comparison Between Various Forms of NH

In this section the results of hot zone enthalpy in

the homogenized case using the following expressions for

NH are examined

NH(z)

NH

N H = 1.0, all z

NH = N, all z

where

AH

NH HT.I. (3.1.1)
1 T.I.H AHiT

. Ni H.
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i - subscript of elevation node

AH E enthalpy rise of the "homogenized repre-T.I.

sentation" due to turbulent interchange.

The results are illustrated in Figure 4. As we

have seen in this figure, the enthalpy changes of the

homogenized case by using NH(z) and NH coincide with

that of the multi-subchannel case. On the other hand,

NH = 1 and N H = N have errors of enthalpy rise equal

to -203% and 57.4% respectively compared with the results

of the multi-subchannel representation. This example

demonstrates the need for utilizing a value of NH other

than 1 for application in ENTHALPY and ENTHALPY AND FLOW

UPSET CASES.

3.1.2 NH Values for ENTHALPY UPSET CASE

In this section NH values for the enthalpy upset con-

dition with different values of 6 and N are presented.

The method used to compute N H from the multi-subchannel

computation is illustrated in Appendix G. The values of

NH(z) versus axial elevation is shown in Figures 5, 6 and

7. The dips and humps of NH at low elevation positions

for 3 = 0.04 are due to enthalpy fluctuation by turbulent

interchange as mentioned previously. Note that the fluc-

tuation amplitude of NH is not going to be damped out
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if values of 6 larger than 0.048 are used.

The validity of these recommended NH values is

determined by comparing the hot zone enthalpy of the

homogenized case with that of the multi-subchannel case

at each axial node. The results for 6 = 0.005, 0.02

and 0.04; N = 5, 11 and 23 of the homogenized cases

coincide with that calculated in the multi-subchannel

case just as we expect. This equivalence is demonstrated

in Figures 8, 9 and 10.

The inlet enthalpy shape for this case is a step

function, abruptly changing at the center of the strip

of the subchannels. For example, the inlet enthalpies

of channel A, B and C are taken as a constant value and

the inlet enthalpies of subchannel C, D and E are taken

as another constant value. In the case of gradual enthal-

py change at the center of the strip of subchannels, e.g.,

the inlet enthalpy at the center subchannel for N odd

is taken as the averaged value of the inlet enthalpy

of the hot zone and that of the cold zone, the N H will

have a completely different shape versus channel length

from that of step inlet enthalpy case. NH in this case

will be infinite at the inlet of the channel and abruptly

dips and then gradually increase. The NH(z) for N = 23

in this case is shown in Figure 11. It is good to see
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that even though NH is changed abruptly versus channel

length, the results for homogenized case still coincide

with the multi-subchannel results (Figure l1a).

3.1.3 Recommended Values of NH for Design Use

In this section, two methods are investigated to illus-

trate the behavior of NH versus B, N and the axial position

of the subchannel. One is curve fitting of our predic-

ted NH (z) results, the other is the averaging of the

NH (z) over the axial enthalpy increment of the hot zone

to give an NH. Each of them provides a convenient way

to incorporate the N H concept in design practice.

3.1.3.1 Curve Fits

The NH (z) predictions can be represented

using a continuous function f(z) versus channel position z.

f(z) = 1.0 + b z (3.1.3.1)

The values of "a" and "b" can be evaluated by fit-

ting two values of NH with smallest deviation from the

true value at every elevation node. The values of "a"

and "b" for the nine cases we have analyzed are tabulated

in Table 1.
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3.1.3.2 Averaged Value of NH (z), i.e. NH

From the definition of NH (refer to equation

3.1.1), it is expected that the enthalpy of the hot zone

at any axial position z in the homogenized representa-

tion predicted using NH will coincide with that in the

multi-subchannel case. The NH for 3 = 0, 0.005, 0.02

and 0.04,; N = 2, 5, 11 and 23, and L = 144 inches are

tabulated in Table 2. For 5 = 0.02, NH for a range of

channel lengths and N = 2, 5, 11, 17 and 23 are plotted

in Figure 12. It is interesting to notice that NH

increases with channel length due to the development

of the enthalpy profile along the channel (refer to Figure

13). Further, the NH curve becomes asymptotic as N

increases for certain S and N. The phenomenon is due

to the average parameters h L and hR which becomes less

dependent on the subchannel parameters of the center

half-sized subchannels, i.e., hC and hD when N is large.

3.2 Enthalpy and Flow Upset Case

For the step inlet flow upset with the higher flow

rate in the hot zone, together with the inlet enthalpy

upset, NH will increase as the flow ratio increases.

It is convenient to define the ratio between these cases

in terms of a multiplier, R where
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NH (ENTHALPY AND FLOW UPSET)
R = _ __(3.2)___H NH (ENTHALPY UPSET)

Figure 14 demonstrates that this multiplication factor

for HR = 1.22 is roughly directly proportional to FR,

where FR is defined as:

FHOT
FR FCOLD

FHOT = inlet flow of the hot zone in the homogenized

representation

FCOLD = inlet flow of the cold zone in the homogenized

representation

The comparison between the results of the homogenized

cases using NH(z) and NH = 1 and the results of the multi-

subchannel case is illustrated in Figure 15. It should

be noticed that the result of the homogenized representa-

tion, using only one coupling coefficient N H' is not as

good as that in the enthalpy upset case, Figure 4.

The 13% error for the enthalpy rise of the homogenized

region case can be explained as follows:

1) Assumption (A.l.10a) made to derive the N' in

terms of NH and known parameters becomes invalid
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when flow upset goes up, i.e., diversion cross-

flow becomes significant.

2) Under the large diversion crossflow condition

in this case the neglect of NU, NTF, NTP and

NTU effects the results.

3) Error exists due to the difference approximation

made in COBRA IIIC computation as assessed in

Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 4

RECOMMENDED COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR HEATED BUNDLES

Two cases are discussed in this chapter, i.e., the

POWER UPSET CASE and the POWER AND FLOW UPSET CASE.

4.1 POWER UPSET CASE

The numerical values of N H are evaluated for three

values of N and three values of 6, i.e., N = 5, 11 and 23;

= 0.005, 0.02 and 0.04. The maximum in this case is

limited to 0.048 when half-sized subchannels are used to

obtain the subchannel parameters required in the evalua-

tion of NH* Because the exit enthalpy difference between

the homogenized representation and the multi-subchannel

representation in this case is less sensitive to NH then

that for ENTHALPY UPSET CASE (as mentioned in section

2.5.2.1), NH can be evaluated by equation (3.1) without

the half-sized subchannels in the center region and yields

good results of the homogenized representation.

4.1.1 Comparison Between Various Forms of NH

In this section the results of the hot zone enthalpy

in the homogenized representation using the following

expressions for N H are examined:



NH (z)

NH

NH = 1.0, all z

N H = N, all z

where N is defined by equation (3.1.1).

The results are illustrated in Figure 16 for a typi-

cal N, B combination. The predicted hot zone enthalpies

for the homogenized representation using NH(z) coincide

with that of the multi-subchannel representation. However,

result for N H = 1 and N H = N have errors of enthalpy rise

equal to -3.2% and 2.1% respectively. Note that for the

POWER UPSET CASE the error in hot side enthalpy for the

homogenized representation is not as sensitive to the form

of N H as in the unheated bundle cases. This example

demonstrates that the need for computing NH in the heated

bundle is not as crucial as that in the unheated bundle

case .

4.1.2 NH Values for POWER UPSET CASE

In this section NH values for the power upset condi-

tion with different values of 6 and N are presented. The

method used to compute the NH from the multi-subchannel

computation is illustrated in Appendix E. The values of

NH(z) versus axial elevation are shown in Figures 17, 18
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and 19. The dips and humps of NH at low elevation posi-

tions which were present in the analogous plots of the

ENTHALPY UPSET CASE are not shown in these figures. The

reason is that the heat added from the rods overcomes the

small axial enthalpy fluctuation due to the turbulent

interchange. However, the computational impossibility for

the enthalpy fluctuation due to the turbulent interchange

still imposes an upper limit on 6, i.e. 0.048, in the

homogenized calculation with half-sized subchannels in

the center region.

The validity of these recommended NH values is deter-

mined by comparing the hot zone enthalpy of the homogenized

representation with that of the multi-subchannel representa-

tion at each axial elevation. The results are shown in Figs.

20, 21, and 22. As demonstrated in Figure 16, the enthalpies

of the homogenized representation employing NH(z) and NH

coincide with that of the multi-subchannel representation.

4.1.3 Recommended Values of NH for Design Use

In this section, the same methods are employed to

illustrate the NH versus 6, N and the axial position of

the subchannel as those discussed in 3.1.3. The details

for each method are discussed in the following section.



4.1.3.1 Curve Fits

The NH can be presented by using a continuous

function f(z) versus channel position z for 6 = 0.005, 0.02

and 0.04; N = 5, 11, 23.

f(z) = a + cz (4.1.4.1)b+z

The values of a, b and c can be evaluated by fitting

three values of NH with the smallest error deviating from

the true value at every elevation node. The values of a,

b and c for the nine cases (three and three N) are tabu-

lated in Table 3.

4.1.3.2 Average Value of NH

The NH for, 0.005, 0.02, and 0.04; N = 2.5,

11 and 23 are tabulated in Table 4. For 3 = 0.02, NH for a

range of channel lengths and N = 2, 5, 11 and 23 are plotted

in Figure 23. As we can observe, NH saturates faster when N

increases than it does in the unheated bundle case. This is

because the transverse power profile contributes much to

the transverse enthalpy profile which determines the NH'

4.1.4 Effectiveness of Coupling Coefficients (NH, NU,

NTP, NTF and NTU) in POWER UPSET CASE

The total enthalpy transport across the boundary between

homogenized regions can be broken into three components.
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These components listed below are consistent with the COBRA

representation of the overall transport process as due to

turbulent interchange and diversion crossflow where the

enthalpy transport due to crossflow is itself broken into

two components:

a) turbulent interchange

b) enthalpy of the diversion crossflow

c) mass flowrate of the diversion crossflow.

In this section three parameters of the homogenized represen-

tations are examined to compare with those of the multi-sub-

channel representation in order to evaluate the effectiveness

of using several coupling coefficients simultaneously.

The first component, the enthalpy change in the hot zone

due to turbulent interchange only, gives us an idea of the

effectiveness of each coupling coefficient for the homogen-

ized representation on the energy transport due to turbulent

mixing. The second parameter is the enthalpy increment in

the hot zone due to the diversion crossflow transport. This

will illustrate the effectiveness of each coupling coeffi-

cient on the energy transport by the diversion crossflow.

The third parameter is the total diversion crossflow across

the boundary in the homogenized representation. In the case

we examine here, the diversion crossflows at the boundary

always move toward the cold zone for any channel axial posi-

tion, and therefore it is considered convenient to utilize

the total diversion crossflow through the boundary as a para-
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meter to illustrate the effectiveness of the coupling coef-

ficients on the transverse momentum transport.

The results are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7. Table 5

tabulates the parameters which are the enthalpy change with

respect to the inlet enthalpy of the hot zone due to the

turbulent interchange only. As can be observed in this

table, the NH(z) used in the homogenized computation is

most effective in matching the homogenized results to that

of the multi-subchannel computation. All the other coup-

ling coefficients show negligible effects on this parameter.

Table 6 tabulates the second parameters for the multi-sub-

channel representation and homogenized representation, i.e.,

AtD.C. and AHD.C. respectively. It is worth noting that

the results of the homogenized representation using all the

coupling coefficients have the best agreement with that of

the multi-subchannel representation. However, NH(z) and

N U(z) are most effective compared to the other three coup-

ling coefficients. Table 7 tabulates the integral value of

diversion crossflow across the central boundary for both

the multi-subchannel representation and the homogenized

representation. The conclusion we can draw from this table

is similar to that from Table 6. However, if accurate diver-

sion crossflow is desired, it is recommended that NTP, NTF'

and NTU be used together with N H and NU



4.2 POWER and FLOW UPSET Case

For the step inlet flow upset, together with the step

linear heat generation rate, NH for the homogenized repre-

sentation will increase as the flow ratio increases. This

phenomenon can be expected from the results of the ENTHALPY

and FLOW UPSET Case (Section 3.2). The multiplication factor

for this case is defined as

N (POWER and FLOW UPSET)

NH (POWER UPSET)

and is plotted versus FR in Figure 24.

The validity of NH(z) and NH is illustrated in Figure

25. In this figure, using NH = 1.0 and NH = N, the hot zone

enthalpy results of the homogenized representation are also

plotted in comparison to the results using NH = NH(z). From

our calculation, we are aware that there is a slight difference

of 0.1% between the hot zone enthalpy results of the homogenized

representation using NH = NH(z) and that of the multi-sub-

channel representation. This small difference is believed to

be due to the error caused by the difference computation

scheme as we mentioned in Section 2.3 and Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR ALL CASES

5.1 Numerical Values of NH(z) and NH

The numerical values for N H(z) and NH for the two di-

mensional subchannel layout under different operational

conditions considered in this thesis, are summarized in

the following summary tables.

N H(z)

NH

Figure 5 (N=5) Figure 17 (N=5)

Figure 6 (N=ll) Figure 18 (N=ll)
No Flow
Upset Figure 7 (N=23) Figure 19 (N=23)

Table 1 (best Table 3 (best
fit curves) fit curves)

ENTHALPY UPSET POWER UPSET

Table 2 (z=114") Table 4 (z= 1 44")No Flow
Upset Figure 12(6=0.02) Figure 23(=0.02

Figure 14 (multi Figure 24(multi-
Flow Upset plication plication

factor factor

Figures 5, 6 and 7 plot the NH(z) versus the channel

length for 6 = 0.005, 0.02 and 0.04, N = 5, 11 and N, under

the enthalpy upset condition. Figures 17, 18 and 19 plot

the NH(z) versus the channel length for 3 = 0.005, 0.02 and

POWER UPSETENTHALPY UPSET



Q.04, N =5, 11 and 23, under the power upset condition.

Tables 1 and 3 tabulate the parameter values to obtain NH(z)

from the best fitting correlation for 5= 0.005, 0.02 and 0.04,

N= 5, 11 and 23, for the ENTHALPY UPSET CASE and the POWER

UPSET CASE, respectively. Tables 2 and 4 tabulate the N

values for 6= 0.005, 0.02 and 0.04, N= 5, 11 and 23 with the

channel length equal to 12 ft., for the ENTHALPY UPSET CASE

and the POWER UPSET CASE, respectively. Figures 12 and 23

plot the NH values versus N and L for S = 0.02 for channel

length less than 12 ft. Figures 14 and 23 give the multipli-

cation factors which are a function of FR and are needed to

evaluate N from equations (3.2) and (4.2) for the ENTHALPY UP-

SET CASE and the POWER UPSET CASE, respectively.

For subchannels with axial length less than 12 ft., NH(z)

gives detailed values at each axial position up to the exit,

whereas NH has been calculated for only certain specific

axial locations (Figs. 12 and 23). However, it is easy to

incorporate NH into the computer code. Two empirical corre-

lations for NH for the cases we discussed in this thesis are

represented as follows by equations (5.1.1) and (5.1.2 ) which

can be used directly without resorting to the tables and

figures listed in the summary tables.

3.56
-N-2 0.015+ 11 L 1.5

NH = {l+ln[l+353(-) ((g7) ] } p +15% (5.1.1)

Equation (5.1.1) determines the value of NH for the POWER



UPSET CASE and the POWER and FLOW UPSET CASE.

1+10061.42 1 1.5

H = {l+ln[l+4200(-) (I) ]} RH} +15% (5.1.2)

Equation (5.1.2) determines the value of NH for the ENTHALPY

UPSET CASE and the ENTHALPY and FLOW UPSET CASE.

These correlations are valid for N<23, <0.04 and

L<l44 inches, where

L Echannel length in inches

RH and R E multiplication factors for Enthalpy

Upset and Power Upset respectively,

which can be obtained from Figs. 14

and 24 respectively. Under no flow

upset condition, RH = 1.0 and Rp= 1.0.

5.2 Suggestions on the NH Values Under Exceptional Conditions

As we mentioned in Section 5.1, the characteristics of

N , together with some understanding of the basics of the

coupling coefficient NH, suggest some reasonable values for

N under exceptional conditions. They are as follows:

1) Since NH approaches a saturated value as N increases,

N for N>23 has the same value as N = 23.

2) For the homogenized representation with two homogenized

strips of subchannels with uneven subchannel numbers,

N can be obtained by the following formula:

-48-
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N + NH

N = HL HR
H 2

under the criteria

L NR < 0.3
min(NL,NR)

where

N H N value for N = 2N
H L

N R NH value for N = 2NR

(refer to Appendix H for the derivation).

3) Since N is not a function of power level and PR3 N

can be taken as a constant value through the period of

power transient (power excursion or shut down transient)

when N is used in the transient computation.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

6.1 Characteristics of Coupling Coefficients

Listed below are several conclusions relating to the

characteristics of the coupling coefficients.

6.1.1 Overall Characteristics

6.1.1.1 Use of a single coupling coefficient

NH(z) can lead to favorable results in the homogenized repre-

sentation as long as the diversion crossflow does not play a

major role in the energy transport between channels.

6.1.1.2 NH(z) and NU(z) are most effective in

getting good results for cases with diversion crossflow in

the homogenized representation.

6.1.2 Thermal Entry Development Characteristics

6.1.2.1 NH(z) is strongly dependent on the trans-

verse enthalpy profile among subchannels at channel elevation z.

6.1.2.2 NH approaches a saturated value as the

number of subchannels, N, increases.

6.1.3 Basic Characteristics

6.1.3.1 NH is not a function of q', HR OR PR'

(Refer to Figs. 26, 27, and 28). This was demonstrated analy-

tically by P. Moreno and confirmed here for the case of numer-

ical determination of coupling coefficients.
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6.1.3.2 The effectiveness of N H (z) is not a

function of heat generation rate (q'). This characteristic

can be illustrated by equation (E.20) and Figure 26 which

show that the error of hot channel enthalpy rise between

multi-subchannel case and homogenized case is independent of

q'.

6.2 Effectiveness of NH(z) Under Different N and 6

Combinations

In this section, the effectiveness of NH (z) is explored

under POWER UPSET CASE which is encountered in the practical

application with different N and 3 combinations. The effec-

tiveness of N H on the homogenized case can be numerically

indicated by the error of exit enthalpy rise between the

multi-subchannel case and the homogenized case. A conserva-

tive scheme to estimate this error has been derived in Appen-

dix E (equation E.20) and quoted in Section 2.5.2.1. With

the aid of the correlation 5.1.1, we can evaluate the errors

with different N and B combinations. The results are tabu-

lated in Table 8. As can be observed, the maximum error of

14.4% happens at large and intermediate N, i.e. 6 = 0.06,

N = 4. In other words, N H(z) is relatively important at

this specific combination of N and B.

6.3 Recommendations for Future Work

In response to the problems presented in this thesis,

several recommendations for future work are listed below.
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1) The characteristics of coupling coefficients NU'

NTF, NTP and NTU need further investigation in

order to deal with the homogenized representation

with very large diversion crossflows.

2) Two dimensional (planar) linkage of the homogen-

ized representation (with the aid of coupling

coefficients ) or the 3D problem should be studied

in order to analyze the corewide thermal behavior

in a more detailed way than that done by the cas-

cade method 5 for the PWR.

3) Corewide study (with the aid of coupling coeffi-

cients) on MDNBR under power excursion transient

case is recommended. Under this condition, large

amount of diversion crossflow is expelled from

the hot zone which can cause misleading MDNBR

results provided there are no coupling coeffi-

cients incorporated.
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Figure 9. Validity of N H(z) for ENTHALPY UPSET CASE, N=ll
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Bundle Geometry

Flow Conditions

Energy Conditions

N = Variable

L = 144"

G = 2.66 Mlbm/hr-ft 2

F R= 1.0FR 'B
H = 600 Btu/lbm

HR =

Input Coefficients

0

1.22

PR = 1.0

6= Variable

K = 0.5

S/L = 0.5

TABLE 1

Coefficients for NH(z) = 1.0 + bz
e Ea+z

Under Enthalpy Upset Condition

N
2 5 11 23

0.005 a = 1.0 a = 3.66 a = 6.11 a = 6.75

b = 183 b = 275 b = 269

0.02 a = 1.0 a = 2.04 a = 4.36 a = 5.96

b = 9.22 b = 34.0 b = 52.4

0.04 a = 1.0 a = 1.93 a = 4.79 a = 8.09

b = 0.31 b = 22.7 b = 54.8
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Bundle Geometry N = Variable

L = 1414"

Flow Conditions

Energy Conditions

Input Coefficients

G = 2.66 Mlbm/hr-ft2

F R= 1.0
FR '

= 600 Btu/lbm

q" = 0

HR = 1.22

PR 1.0
S = Variable

K = 0.5

S/L = 0.5

NH
N

2 5 11 23

0 1.00 1.00 %1.00 1-1.00

0.005 1.00 1.77 1.93 2.03

0.02 1.00 2.40 3.03 3.32

0.04 1.00 2.57 3.65 4.23

TABLE 2

N H for Different 6 and Different N over Z = 0 to 144"

Under Enthalpy Upset Condition
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Bundle Geometry

Flow Conditions

Energy Conditions

Input Coefficients

N = Variable

L = 1441"

G = 2.66 Mlbm/hr-ft2

FR = 1.0

H = 600 Btu/lbm

q" = 0.04 MBtu/hr-ft2

HR = 1.0

PR = 1.5

3 = Variable

K = 0.5

S/L = 0.5

N

__2 5 11 23

a 1.0 0.96 0.95 0.94

0.005 b 1.0 314 383 384

c 0.0 2.60 3.6 3.9

a 1.0 0.82 0.75 0.73

0.02 b - 48.5 70.6 81.1

c 0.0 1.94 3.4 4.0

a 1.0 0.096 0.47 1.2

0.04 b 1.0 10.8 38.8 124

c 0.0 2.60 4.00 5.00

TABLE 3

Coefficients for NH(z) = a + Under PowerU Cb+z
Upset Condition, Where z is the Channel Location
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Bundle Geometry

Flow Conditions

Energy Conditions

Input Coefficients

N = Variable

L = 144"

G = 2.66 Mlbm/hr-ft2

FR = 1.0

H = 600 Btu/lbm

q= 0.04 MBtu/hr-ft2

HR =1.0

P = 1.5

= Variable

K = 0.5

S/L = 0.5

2 5 11 23

0 1%l k1

0.005 1 1.51 1.61 1.66

0.02 1 2.0 2.49 2.67

0.04 1 2.33 3.05 3.20

TABLE 4

NH For Different N and S Under The Power Upset Condition

z = 144"
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Bundle Geometry

Flow Conditions

Energy Conditions

Input Coefficients

N = 11

L =144"

= 2.66 Mlbm/hr-ft2

FR 1.0

H = 600 Btu/lbm

q"= 0.2 MBtu/hr-ft
2

HR = 1.0

PR = 1.5

6 = 0.02

K = 0.5

S/L = 0.5

AhT.I. (Btu/lbm)

Multi-Subchannel
Representation -3.096

AH -Ath
ERROR E T.I. T.I.

AT.I.

TABLE 5

Comparison of the hot zone enthalpy increments
due to turbulent interchange only between the multi-
subchannel representation and the homogenized
representations with different combination of

coupling coefficients for Power Upset Case
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Bundle Geometry

Flow Conditions

Energy Conditions

Input Coefficients

N = 11

L = 144"

G = 2.66 Mlbm/hr-ft 2

F R 1.0

H = 600 Btu/lbm

q"= 0.2 MBtu/hr-ft 2

HR 1.0

P = 1.5

= 0.02

K = 0.5

S/L = 0.5

ShD.C. (Btu/lbm)

Multi-Subchannel
Representation 0.244

ERROR =
AD.C. - AHD.C.

TABLE 6

Comparison of the hot zone enthalpy increments
due to diversion crossflow only between the multi-
subchannel representation and the homogenized
representations with different combination of

coupling coefficients for Power Upset Case
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Bundle Geometry

Flow Conditions

Energy Conditions

Input Coefficients

N = 11

L = 1414"

G = 2.66 Mlbm/hr-ft2

FR 1.0

H = 600 Btu/lbm

q"= 0.2 MBtu/hr-ft2

HR = 1.0

P = 1.5

= 0.02

K = 0.5

S/L = 0.5

wC,D(z)dz (Btu/hr)
Multi-Subchannel
Representation 0.1758

Homogenized Representation WLR(z)dz(Btu/hr) ERROR %

NH(z), NU(z), NTU (z), NTP and NTF 0.1776 2.2%

NH(z), NU(z) 0.1798 2.3%

NH(z) 0.1825 3.8%

NH = 1.0 0.1120 -36.3%

ERROR W LRdz - wCDdz

Jw C,Ddz
TABLE 7

Comparison of the total diversion crossflow only across
the boundary between the multi-subchannel repre-
sentation and the homogenized representations with

different combination of coupling coefficients
for Power Upset Case



TABLE 8

EXPECTED ERRORS IN 2D HOMOGENIZED REGION ENTHALPY FOR POWER UPSET CASE

2 3 4 5 7 9 11 15 23

0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.005 0 -0.66 -0.61 -0.53 -0.40 -0.33 -0.27 -0.206 -0.135

0.02 0 -3.4 -3.6 -3.2 -2.3 -2.0 -1.72 -1.3 -0.86

0.04 0 -7.83 -8.5 -7.56 -5.31 -4.63 -3.9 -2.83 -1.83

0.06 0 -13.3 -14.4 -12.3 -9.34 -7.4 -6.12 -4.53 -2.36

NOTE: This table is built by using

1 - 1

ERROR% =
PR N A s

(Pr-1)L3S
r H

Equation E.20

where L = 12' 2
A = 0.00519 ft
P = 1.5
S = 0.22"

3.5a

= 1 + n{1+[353(N-2)0.015+6 S1 1]} + 5% Equation 5.1,1
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATIONS OF THE COUPLING COEFFICIENTS

In this appendix, the coupling coefficients, NH'

NU, NTP, NTF and NTU are derived in (A.1), (A.2) and

(A.3). The multi-subchannel layout and homogenized

representation layout can be seen in Figures 2 and 3

respectively. For N odd, subchannels C and D can be

regarded as half channels. For N even, subchannels C

and D can be regarded as full channels. The derivations

presented here for these coupling coefficients are valid

for N either even or odd.

A.1 Derivation of NH

The steady state energy equation for adjacent sub-

channels i and j following (1, equation A-6) can be writ-

ten as:

Dm.h. N
1 1 = q. - Z (t.-t.)c. .

N
- ' (h.-h.)w.

N
- Z w. .h

j=l 1.1

where w .h = w. .h. if w. . > 0
1 1,3] 1 1,3

w. h w. .h. if w. . < 0
, .1, 1, J J 1,J

Note that w . > 0 means the direction of diversion

(A. 1. 2a)

(A.l.2b)

cross-

flow is from channel i to channel j, and w. . < 0 means

(A. 1.1)
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the direction of diversion crossflow is from channel j

to channel i.

We consider a multi-subchannel layout shown in Figure

2 and write the energy equation for each subchannel.



q - (tA-tB)cAB - (hA-hB)wAB - wA,Bh

= - (tB tC)cBA (tB tA)cBA - (hB-hC)wBC - (hB-hA)wBA - wBCh wBAh

Dm hAA

3mBhB

3mDhD

3EhE

DmFhF

Sx

~ (C-t B)cCB - (hC-hD)wCD - (hC-ChB)wCB - wC,Dh - wC,Bh

=qD - (tD-tE)cDE - (tD-tC)cDC

(tE-tF)cE,F - (tE-t D)cED

- (tF-tF)cFE

(hD-hE wD ,E

- (hE-hF)wEF

- (hD-hC)wDC WDEh -w D,Ch

- (hE-hD)wED - WEFh WEDh

- (hF-hE)wFE - WFEh

(A.l.3a)

(A. 1. 3b)

(A.l.3c)

(A.l.3d)

(A. 1. 3e)

(A.1.3f)

Some relationships exist for each pair of channels between the energy carried by diver-

sion flows, conductivity factors c. . and energy carried by turbulent interchanges.

For example for the channel pair A,B, the following relationships hold:

= - (tC-tD)cCD



cA,B cB,A

WA,B = B,A

wA,B -wB,A

*

wA,Bh =A,BhA

w BAh = WBAhA

w ABh =w ABhB
wA,Bh = A,Bh B

wBA = wB,AhB

if wAB > 0 (i.e. w BA< 0) (A.l.4d)

if wA,B < 0 (i.e. wBA >0) (A.l.4e)

Therefore, a simple relationship between w ABh and
*

w BAh can be derived from equations (A.l.4c), (A.l.4d)

and (A.l.4e).

*
WABh =wBAh for wA,B < 0

We define the region composed of subchannels A, B, and C

as region L, and similarly, D, E, and F as region R. Now

adding the energy equations for region L and region R and

utilizing the relations of equations (A.l.4a, A.l.4b) and

(A.l.5) we obtain the following two energy equations:

-91-

(A. 1. 4a)

(A.l. 4b)

(A.l. 4c)

(A.l.5)
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q - (tC-tD)cCD

- (tD~tC)cDC

- (hC-hD)wCD - h WC,D

- (hD-hC)wD, - h wD,C

On the other hand, we can express the energy equation for

the homogenized regions of Figure 3 directly as

3x L

9H RA
3x

T -TR

N R ) CLRNH

, T-TL
QR N '' ) CR,L

N H

~NH )WL,R

HR-HL '
~ NH )WR,L

If we assume

C
Z

i=A

3h.n.
1 1

Dx

F ah.m.
Z 1 1

i=D ax

, C ,
QL qi

i=A

DH ML L
3x

aH N

C

i=A

F

i=D

Dh.m.

ax

Thim.

ax

C

i=A

E

i=D

(A. 1. 6a)

(A. 1. 6b)

H
N H WL,R (A. 1. 7a)

(A. 1. 7b)H
N I WR,LH

(A.1.8a)

(A.l. 8b)

(A.l.8c)



QDq.
R i=D

WL,R wC,D

WLR = wC,D

then NH, NH,

N
N H

a I

and N Hcan be defined as follows:

TL -TR
L R
tC - D

H - H
N H L R

H h C - D

NH
*

h

*

where H
h

HL

C

H HR

h hD

if W
L, R

if WRL

(A.l.9a)

(A.l.9b)

(A.l.9c)> 0

< 0

If we assume the specific heat at each elevation is

constant, then

it

N N (A.l.10)
H H*
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and

(A.l.8d)

(A.l. 8e)

(A.l.8f)
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*
Also the subchannel enthalpy h can be expressed as a

function of NH in the following manner by virtue of the

definitions of HL, HR and NH (eqn. A.l.9b) and the assump-

tion of a symmetric enthalpy profile with respect to the

central boundary (see Appendix C for derivation of the

following relations).

hC + hD _ HL + HR
2 2

H L+HR
* HL+HR L 2

h = 2 + NH
H +

ad h H+H H - HL +HR

HL HR ~ 2
2 NH

ifwCD > 0

if wC ,D< 0

Therefore, we can obtain NH in terms of NH and other known

quantities.

*

H h

*

and N =
H h

HL

LH +H
H+H + H L2 R
L R + L NH 2

HL+HR
H +H H HL +HR
HL R R ~ 2

2 N H

if w ,D > 0

ifw CD< 0

(A.l.12a)

(A.l.12b)

(A. 1.11)

(2.3.1)

(2.3.la)
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From the above derivation we have determined the coupling

coefficients required in the energy equations (A.l.7a) and

(A.l.7b). By virtue of equations (A.l.10) and (A.l.12a and b)

these coefficients are all expressable in terms of the

single coefficient NH'

A.2 Derivation of NU

The steady state axial momentum equation for channel

i and adjacent channels j following (1, equation A-ll)

can be written as:

-F. - gA p.cose - A. - a m.u. + (u.-u.)w.,. + u w. .
1 i1i iX 3x x i i 1 3 i,J i,3

(A.2.l)

where

F = friction factor Avf$ akv m 2
2D 2Ax A

where the parameters in the definition are per Cobra,

BNWL-

*
u w. =u.w.

1,3 1 1,3

*
u w. =u.w.

1,3 J 1,3

if w. . > 0
1,J

ifw. . < 0
1,

Consider a multi-subchannel layout shown in Figure 2 and

write the axial momentum equation for each channel. In

the steady state condition, obtain:



AA

AB

A DY

A p
AD D

3p E

AE x

AF =

(mu)x A A

x (r uB)

(CuC)

x (mDuD)

D (mEuE)

(mFuF)

+ uWA,B

- WBA (uB-uA) + u wB,C + u wB,A

- (F+pgAcose)A - WA,B (uA-uB)

- (F+pgAcose)B - WBC (uB-uC)

- (F+pgAcosO)C - wCD (uC-UD)

- (F+pgAcose)D - WD,E (UD-UE)

- (F+pgAcose)E - WE,F (uE-uF)

- (F+pgAcos6) F

*
+ U WC,B

*
+ u WDC

*
+u WE,D

+u WF,E

W. =-W.

1,3 3,1

u w. = u.w. .
1,J 1 1,J

- u.w
J i,j

*
- wC,B (uC-UB) + U WC,D

- wDC (uD-UC) + U WDE

*

- WE,D (uF-uD) + U WE,F

- WFE (UF-UE)

(A. 1. 2a)

(A. 2. 2b)

(A.2.2c)

(A.2.2d)

(A.2.2e)

(A.2.2f)

where (A.2.3a)

if w. .
1,3

if w. .
1,j

> 0

< 0

(A.2.3b)

(A.2.3c)

(A.2.3d)



We define the region composed of three channels A, B, and C are region L, and

similarly channels D, E, and F as region R. Now, adding all the axial momentum

equations for region L and R, we obtain:

C DA.p. C C
E (m u ) - Z [(F+gAcos6) ]

i=A i=A i=A

F 3A.p. F F
E _ x E (mgu.) - Z [(F+gAcose)i]

i=D i=D i=D

- C,D (uC-uD) - u wC,D

- D,C (uD-uC) Du wD,C

We now write the two axial momentum equations for regions L and R in the two channel

representation obtained:

A L (F+Ao] W LR U WL,R
DX ML UL L(FgcosO/ L - NuRx U - L,R U NU

R MU - [(F+gAcose) ]-W U U _NW u
RUR R

(A.2.5a)

(A.2.5b)

(A.2. 4a)

(A.2. 4b)
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The N and N? can be defined as follows:U U

UL - UR
u L R u
uC U

(A.2.7a)

(A.2.7b)N U
U

U
N = L

UC

UR

U uD

if wCD

if w D

C,

The subchannel velocity

> 0

< 0

(A.2. 8a)

(A.2.8b)

u can be expressed as a function

of NU in the following manner by virtue of the previous

specified definition of NU (equation A.2.7a) and the

assumption of a symmetric axial velocity profile with respect

to the central boundary

u + u U + U
C D _ L R (A.2.9)

2 2

UL + UR

U UL UR + L N 2 if w > 0

U +U

U +u u - UL + UR

U L R + R ~ 2 if w < 0
2 Nu L,R

(2.3.2)

(2.3.2a)

where
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Therefore we get:

U +U

L +UR + L _ L2

2 NU

UR

UT +U
U+U U IT L R
L +UR UR ~ 2

2 NU

if wL,R > 0

if WL,R < 0

(A. 2. 10a)

(A.2.10b)

From the above derivation we have determined the coupling

coefficients required in the axial momentum equations

(A.l.7a) and (A.l.7b). By virtue of equations (A.2.7b)

and (A.2.10a and b), these coupling coefficients are all

expressible in terms of the single coefficient NU'

A.3 Derivation of NTP, NTU and NTF

The steady state transverse momentum equation for

adjacent channels i and j following (1, equation A-17)

can be written as:

3(uw. .)
i s (p. - p.) - c. (A.3.1)

3x E i ji

NU

N 
=
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where

uw. . - (u.
1,3 2 + u.)

3

kjw. .1
c. =- s i k a i j
ci 1 2*2s p

= p. if w..
l 1,3

if w.
1,3

where subscripts i and j denote adjacent channels.

Consider a multichannel layout shown in Figure

the transverse momentum equations associated w

boundary we obtain:

S(w A)
AB

3(uw )
B, x

_ 5
- cA

k (PB - PC)-cB

CD x

2 and write

ith each

(A.3.3a)

(A.3.3b)

(A.3.3c)
- (C

w. .
1,j

(A.3.2a)

w.
1,

p. .1,3

(A.3.2b)

> 0 (A.3.2c)

< 0 (A.3.2d)

_ PB)

~ PD) - c C
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3(uiwDE) = S
_ x (p ~ - C

(A.3.3d)

3(uwEF) 
s 

(3x T (PE - - CE (A

We can derive a combined transverse momentum for all

these channels.

E 3(uw i ,i+1 s E
3x T (A - E) -Ic (

1=A

.3.3e)

.3.4)

If we consider these N channels as two channels, i.e.,

we combine channel A, B, and C as channel L and channel

D, E and F as channel R, we can write the two channel

transverse momentum equations as follows:

3(UWLR) _ L -R C

NTU TP TF

_UL +UR
where U = R2

(A.3.5)

(A.3.6)

and NTU, NTP, NTF are coupling coefficients introduced to

match equation (A.3.4) with equation (A.3.5).

i=A
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Therefore NTU, NTP and NTF can be defined as follows:

3(UWLR)

3x
(A.3.7a)

NTU E

.E U u wi_+1
i=A

P - P
N P L R F
NTP pA-

(A.3.7b)

C _
NTF E

i=A

"L,R W
* L,R

GL,R

E |wi,i+1|wi,i+1E

i=A
ili+1

From the above derivation we have determined the coupling

coefficients required in the transverse momentum equation

(A.3.5).

(A.3.7c)
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APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS IN COBRA IIIC

Introduction
t TI

The general coupling coefficients NH, NH, NH'

NU, NU, NTF, NTP and NTU are derived from the differen-

tial conservation equations in Appendix A. However, it

is questionable whether these derivations are applicable

to the difference conservation equations which are always

employed in the code computation.

The purpose of this appendix is first to show the

difference between HL and hL resulting from introduction
I it

of the coefficients NH, NH and NH from Appendix A into

the COBRA IIIC computation, and second, to investigate a

general way to derive the coupling coefficients from the

difference conservation equations.

I TI

B.1 Error Between HL and hL Employing NH, NH and NH

in the Homogenized Computation

If the equations used in COBRA IIIC were those des-

cribed in Appendix A, both values (hL and H L) should be

identical in cases where either the diversion crossflow

is negligible or is the same for the boundary that sepa-

rates the left and right hand sides. But from the results

presented in this thesis (figures 8, 9,10) we can observe

the existence of slight differences between these values.
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These differences, as will be shown below, are due to

the fact that the difference equations used in COBRA ITIC

are not exactly those of Appendix A.

Let us take the following example:

A B C D

L R

multi-subchannel layout

homogenized channel layout

In the COBRA IIIC formulation, the energy equations for

each channel are written as:

q A (J- -) 
x

h A(J) = h A J-1) + mA (J-1) *A
(tA(J-1)-tB (J-l)CA B

mA(Jl

(hA(J-l)-hBA(J-l),)wAB(J-lAx

mA(J-1)

(hA(J-1)-h (J-1) )wA B(J-) Ax

mA (J-l)
(B.l.1)

hB(J) = hB(J-1) + B(J-)
(tB(J-1)-tC(J-1))CB CAx

mB(Jl)

(tB (J-1)-tA (J-1))CABAx

mB (J-l)
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(hB(J-l)-hC(J-l))

mB(J-l) WVBi c(J-1)Ax

(h B(J-1 )-h A(-) - J1A
- mB(J1 wB,A

(hB(J-)-h (J-)wBC(J)Ax

(h B(J-1)-h*(J-l))wB 1A J)A(B12
mB(J(l)
mB (-l

The multi-subchannel averaged enthalpy for the left

hand side strip can be calculated from the following

equation:

hA(mA(J) + hB(J)mB()
L () mA(J) + mB) (B.13)

Inserting equations (B.l.1) and (B.l.2) into equation

(B.l.3) with the assumption C = 0, we obtain

hA (J-l)m A (J) + hB (J-l)mB(J)
hL mA(J) + mB(J)

q (J-4) mA + mB(J) Ax

mA J-1) mB (-l)

+ mA (J) + mB(J)
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A hA (J-1)-hB(J-1) )wAB(J-1)mA(J)
mA(J-l)

(hB(J-l)-hA (J-l)wB, AmB(J)
+ mB(J-l)

mA(J) + mB(J)

(hB(J-1)-hC(J-l)wB, C(J-1)-mB(j AxAx
+ - mB -~l

(hA(J-1)-h (J-1))WAB(J-1)mA(J)

~ ~mA J-1)

(hB(J-1)-h (J-1)wB A(J-)mB(J)

mB(J-l)

(hB(J-1)-h (J-1))wB C(J-l)mB(J) Ax

+ mB(J-l) mA(J) + mB(J)
(B.l. 4)

In the COBRA IIIC formulation, the energy equation for the

homogenized strip L incorporating the coupling coeffi-

cients can be written as follows:

HL(J) = HL(J-1) + QL(J-1) Ax -M1L J-l)
(HL(J-1)-HR(J-1))WL_,R(l)A

ML(J1)NH(Jl)

(H(J1) ) WL, R
NH(J-)
ML (J-)

where N H(J-1) and N H(J-1) are the coupling coefficients

for the turbulent and crossflow interchange, and are

defined following equations (A.l.9a), (A.l.9b) and (A.1.9c) as:

(B.l.5)
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H (J-1)
N (J ) JL

H h B J1)

N H (J-1)
h (J-1)

- HR (J-1)

- hC J1)

where H L
hh B (J-17

if WL,R

H* HR (J-)

h hD J-1)

and HL(J-1)

HL (J-)

if WR,L <0 (B.1.6b)

is defined as

h A (J-1)mA (J-1)

m A(J-1)

- hB(J-l)m B(J-1)

+ mB (J-)

Inserting equations

(B.1.5) we obtain

(B.1.6a), (B.1.6b) and (B.1.6c)

HL(J) = HLJ-1)
QL (J-4)

[mA(J-1)-mB(J-l)]
Ax - (hB(J-1)-hC(J-1) )WL R(J-1)Ax

mA (J-1)+mB J-'

*
(HL(J-l)-h*(J-1))WL 3R(J-1)Ax

[mA(J-1)+mB J')
(B.1.7)

Therefore, forming the desired difference from equations

(B.1.4) and (B.1.7),

(B.1.6a)

(B.1.6c)

into

we obtain
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iL(J) - HL(J) {hA(J-1)mA(J) + hB(J-l)MB(J)

EL(J -HLmA(J +mB J

A(J-2I mA(J) + (J-2 mB(J)
m E(J 1) + (J-) 1 B (J-I)

+ LX m A(J) + mB (J)

(hB(J-1)-hC(J-1))wBC(J-)mB(J)

[mA(J) + mB(J-)imB(J-1)

hB (J-1)-h*(J-1)wBC(J-1)mB(J)
+ BmB(J-1) ')BJ

(HL(J-1)-h +J) (J-1)

mA(J-1) + mB(J1

- HLJ-1)

~ QL(J-12)
mA(Jl)+ mJ1

(hB(J-1)-hA(J-1)wB,A(J-1)mB(J)

[mA(J) + mB(J)]mB(J-l)

(hB (J-1)-hC(J-1))WL,R(J-l) 1
[mA(J-1) + mB(J-1)]

(hB(J-1)-h (J-1))wB (J-1)mB

mB(J-l)

mB(J) + mA(J)

Ax

= ERROR 1 + ERROR 2 + ERROR 3 + ERROR 4 (B.1.8)

From the above formulation, we find that the error between

hL(J) and HL (J) is composed of four terms, i.e., the four

terms in parentheses ( {} ) in equation (B.1.8). Now, we

examine equation (B.1.8) term by term to highlight the
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factors causing the error between hL and H (J).

B.1.1 Error on the Averaged Enthalpy at (J-1)

From the first term of equation (B.1.8), the error

due to the averaged enthalpy at (J-1) can be rewritten as:

ERROR1(J) =
hA(J-1)mA(J)+hB(J-l)mB(J)

mA(J) + mB (J)

h A(J-1)mA(J-l)+h B(J-1)mB
mA(J-1) + mB J-l

(B.1.1.1)

From equation (B.1.1.1) we observe that ERROR1(J) increases

as the diversion crossflow and subchannel enthalpy increase.

B.1.2 Error on the Heat Added from Rods

The second term of equation (B.1.8) is

[(Tl mA(J) + (J--) -J)

ERROR2(J) = j mA+ B- l mB (J-) QL(J2}

mA( + mB mAJ-1)+mB )

(B.l.2.1)

Now

QL A (J-) (B.1.2.2)

Inserting equation (B.1.2.2) into (B.1.2.1) we obtain
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Jm) 
q A(J--4) mA(J) + q -(J-2)ERROR2(J) [ J- mB1) -

mA(J) + mB(J)

qA -(J) + qB(J-2) A
mA(J-l) + mB(J Ax

(B.l.2.3)

From the above equation, we observe ERROR2 increases

as diversion crossflow increases and the rod linear power

generation rate increases. For low power generation, this

term is much smaller than the other terms.

B.l.3 Error on the Energy Carried by the Turbulent

Interchange

From equation (B.l.8), the error on the energy trans-

ported by the turbulent interchange between hL(J) and HL(J)

can be written as:

ERROR3(J)
(hA(J-l)-hB(J))wAB(J-)m(J) Ax

[mA( + mB mA

+(hB(J1)-hA(J-1) )wBA(J-1)mBJ)A
[mA(J) + mB(J)]mB(J-l)

+ (hB(J-1)-hC (J-) )wBC (J-l)mB(J) Ax
[mA(J) + mB(J)]mB(J-1)
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I
(hB(J-1)-hC(J-1)WLR(J-1) Ax

mA(J-l) + mB(Jl)
(B.1.3.1)

From the above equation, we observe ERROR3 increases

as the diversion crossflow and the difference between
I I

WL,R (J-1) and wB, C (J-1) increases. Usually, the differ-
f I

ence between WLR and wBC is small and does not contri-

bute too much to the ERROR3.

B.1.4 Error on the Energy Carried by the Diversion

Crossflow

From equation (B.l.8), the error on the energy trans-

ported by the diversion crossflow between hL(J) and HL(J)

can be written as

ERROR4(J) =1*
[hA(J-1)-h (J-1)]wA B(J-l)mA(J) Ax

mA(J-1)[mB(J) + mA(J)]

*

[hB(J-1)-h (J-1)wBA(J-1)mB(J) Ax

+ mB(J-1)[mB(J) + mA(J)]

*

+ [hB(J-1)-h (J-1)]wB, C(J-l)mB(J) Ax

mB(J-)[mB(J) + mA(J)]

[HL(J-1)-h (J-1)]WLR(J-) Ax

~ mA(J-l) + mB(Jl)

hA (J-l)mA (J-1)+hB(J-l)mB(J-l)

mA(J-l) + mB(J-l)

(B.l. 4.1)

where HL(J-l) - (B.l.4.2)
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For simplicity, we assume wAB, wBC, WL,R are less

than zero.

h (J-l)wAB (J-1) hB(J-l)wA

h (J-l)wAB(J-l) = hB(J-l)wBA ( J-1)

h (J-l)wB C

(B.l. 44.3a)

(B. l. 4 .3b)

(B. 1. 4 .3c)

Inserting equations

(B.l. 4.3c)

(B.1.4.2),

and (B.l.4.3d)

(B.1.4.3a),

into equation (B.l. 4.1) we

obtain,

ERROR4 (J)
[hA(J-l)-hB(J-1)]wAB(J-1)mA

mA(J-1)[mB(J) + mA(J)

+ [hB(J-l)-hC (J-1)]wB,C(J-l)B(J) Ax
mB(J-1)[mB(J) + mA(J)]

hA

mA (J-l)

mA(J-1)

+ mB (J)

+ mB (J)

hC(J-1)

WLR(J) Ax

ERROR4(J) can be rearranged as follows:

ERROR4(J)= FWLR(J-1) Ax wBC(J-l)mB(J) Ax

EmA(J-)+mB(J-l) ~ [mB(J)+mA(J)]mB(J-l)
hC(J1)

Then

(B.1.4.3b),

(B.l. 4.4)

( J-1) = h C (J-1)w BC (J-1)

(J-1)mA (J-1)+hB(J-1)mB(J1
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+ wA B(J1)mA(J) Ax mA(Jl)WLR(Jl) Ax h
mA(J1)[mB(J)+mA(J)l [mA(J-)+mB(Jl)]

2 A

wBC (J-l)(J) Ax wAB(J1)mA(J) Ax

mB(J-1)[mB(J)+mA(J)] mA(J-l)[mB(J)+mA(J)]

mB(Jl)LR(Jl-A
[mA(J-l)±mB(J-) x2 hB(J-l) (B.l.4.5)

[mA (J-1)+mB(J']

Equation (B.l.4.5) is a general expression for the

error on the diversion crossflow. This error increases as

diversion crossflow and subchannel enthalpies increase.

B.1.5 Numerical Values of Errors Between h and HL

From the above derivation, we conclude that all these

four errors vanish as the diversion crossflow goes to zero.

This gives us strong confidence to neglect the error intro-
I it

duced by using the coefficients NH, NH and NH from Appendix A

into the COBRA computation scheme which employs a forward

differenced form for the conservation equations. However,

this error may not be negligible when the diversion crossflow

between subchannels is large.

Let us now evaluate the ERROR1, ERROR2, ERROR3 and

ERROR4 in order to see their relative importance

under two extreme conditions, i.e., low diversion

corssflow condition (ENTHALPY UPSET CONDITION) and

high diversion crossflow condition (POWER AND FLOW UPSET
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CONDITION).

The input energy and flow conditions together with

input coefficients for the cases considered in this

section are listed in Table B.l.

TABLE B.1

ENTHALPY UPSET FLOW AND POWER UPSET

Bundle Geometry N = 5 Bundle Geometry N = 5

L = 144" L = 144"

low7 Codtos (3=26 lbm Mb-tFlow Conditions = 2.66 hr-ft2 Flow Conditions G = 2.66 hr-t2

FR = 1.0 FR = 1.22

Energy Conditions H = 600 Btu/lbm Energy Conditions H = 600 Btu/lbm

" = 0 MBtu . " = 0.04 MBtu
hr-ft2 q hr-ft2

HR = 1.22 HR = 1.0

PR= 1.0 PR = 1.5

Input Coefficients B = 0.02 Input Coefficients 3 = 0.02

K = 0.5 K = 0.5

S/L = 0.5 S/L = 0.5
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The total errors between hEXIT and HLEXIT
can be evaluated

by using equations similar to (B.1.1.1), (B.1.2.1),

(B.1.3.1) and (B.l.4.1) but reformulated to deal with

five subchannels. The results are tabulated in the follow-

ing table (Table B.2).

TABLE B.2

ENTHALPY UPSET POWER AND FLOW UPSET

AH -34.)4 BTU/lbm 21.5 BTU/lbm
EXIT Btu Btu
Z ERROR1(J) 0.097 lbm 0.058 lbm

J=l

EXITBtBu
Z ERROR2(J) 0.0004 B 0.0004B

J=l

EXITBtBu
E ERROR3(J) 0.147 0.127

J=l lbm lbm

EXITBtBu
Z ERROR4(J) -0.233 B -0.130

J=l lbm lbm

TOTAL 0.011 Bm 0.055 Bm

B.1.6 Conclusions

The coupling coefficient derived in the differential

form conservation euqations can be used in the difference

form conservation equations with some practical tolerable
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error. However, if the subchannel enthalpies become

abnormally high (under channel blockage condition) or

the diversion crossflows between subchannels becomes

very large (under severe boiling condition or channel

blockage), the errors between HLEXIT and hLEXIT will

become substantial from the practical point of view.

B.2 General Approach to Derive Coupling Coefficients From

the Different Conservation Equations

Coupling coefficients derived from the differential

conservation equations are applicable to the code appli-

cation only if the subchannel enthalpies and diversion

crossflows are within the range of normal operation, as

we discussed in Section B.l.6. One way to eliminate this

constraint to handle abnormal operational conditions

is to derive the coupling coefficients directly from the

difference conservation equations. For instance, we

derive coupling coefficients in the difference conserva-

tion equations by first letting

hL(J) HL(J) (B.2.1)

and then define the coupling coefficients in each term ofHL(J)

to make HL(J) equal hL(J) term by term. Using the same
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procedures, we can derive the coupling coefficients for

the axial velocity and axial pressure drop. However,

it is worthwhile noting that the complexity of the

coupling coefficients resulting from this kind of deriva-

tion generally will make them undesirable for practical

application.
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APPENDIX C

VALIDITY OF EQUATION (2.3.1)

Equation (2.3.1) is written under the assumption that

the enthalpy profile is symmetrical with respect to the

central boundary. Under this assumption and from the defi-

nition of NH'

H - HR
NH h - h D

we get

(A.l.9b)

HL - HR
hC hD N NH

hC hD HL - HR
2 2 N H

hC + hD HL + HR
2 2

(C.1)

(C.2)

(under the assumption
of the symmetrical (C.3)
enthalpy profile)

Adding equations (C.3) and (C.2) we obtain

hC - hD hC +hD H - + HL+H

h* = hC 2 2 2NH 2

HL - HR

2 + HL+HR
NH 2

ifW > 0
L,R

(C.4)
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(C.4) is stated in Appendix A (A.l.lla) without any comments

on it. However, the assumption of symmetrical enthalpy

profile used in the derivation of (C.4) is not valid when

the diversion crossflow and flow upset exist. This point

is verified in detail in the following section (C.1).

C.1 Verification of validity of (C.4) only under the condi-

tion of no diversion crossflow and no flow upset

If there are no diversion crossflows and no flow upset

between subchannels, equation (C.3) is valid. This can be

proven by using equations (A.l.7a) and (A.l.7b) with

WL,R = WR,L = 0,

3HL ML (HL- HR

L QL - R WL,R (C.7)

3HRMR HR - HL
3 R ~ L)WR (C.8)

Since there are no diversion crossflows

ML = constant (C.9a)

MR = constant (C.9b)

and from (A.l.8c), (A.l.8d) and (A.l.9b)



QL . ii=A

F,
Q Zq
R i=D

H - H
N L RNH hC - hD

Equations(C.7)

AHL

AHR

and (C.8) become

Ax - N (h - hD)WLR Axi

Q Ax. -Z (hD
i

- hC)WRL Axi

Therefore

AHL+ AHR
2 ~

HL(z) +HR(z)

2

E Q Ax. + E
i ML 1i

HL(o) +HR(O)
2

-R Ax
MR

HL(z) +HR(z)

2

HL(o)+HR E + I M I
2 2

This evaluates the RHS of Eq.
h C+hD

2 D the LHS of Eq.

(C.3). Next we evaluate

(C.3) to show the equality of RHS
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(A.1.8c)

(A.1.8d)

(A.1.9b)

(C.10a)

(C .10b)

and

(C.11)

(C.12)

and LHS.
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hC(z) + hD(z)
To obtain the expression for C 2 , we use a

different derivation philosophy which is stated below.

From equations (A.l.3c) and (A.l.3d), we get

fmChC I I
ax qC - (hC-hD)wD- (hC-hB)wCB

3mDhD I
x q C - (hD-hC)wDC - (hD-hE )wDE

(A.l.3c)

(A.l.3d)

In order to proceed with the derivation, we have to recog-

nize the following statement as true:

"If the enthalpy profile at axial node j is transversely

symmetrical, we can prove the enthalpy profile at axial node

j+l is also transversely symmetrical as long as the transverse

linear heat generation profile is symmetric."

This statement needs an involved proof and we can

heuristically prove this by observing equations (A.l.3c)

and (A.l.3d) in the difference scheme:

hC(J+1) - hC()
mCAx C - (hC(J) -hD(JwD - (hc (J) - hB(J))wC,B

(C.13)

hD(J+l) - hD(J)
A x D - (hD(J) -hCJ))wC,D - (hD(J) -hE(J))wD,E

(C. 14 )
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Because of symmetry at the axial node J, we have

(hC(J) - hB(J)) = (hD(J) - hE(J))

and

wD,C = C,D

wC,B wC,E

(C.15)

(C.16)

(C.-17)

Thus we know is qC =D = 0, the enthalpy increment in

subchannel C equals the enthalpy decrease in subchannel D.

Also because the transverse linear heat generation rate is

symmetrical, then hC (J+l) and hD(J+l) must be symmetrical

with respect to

qC Dq(J) +

C D +

hC(J) + hD(J)

2

h C(z) + h D(z)
Now we can obtain 2 from equations (A.13c) and

(A.13d) by recognizing that (hC - hB) (hD - hE).

The result is

hC(z) + hD(z) - - Ax + DAxi

2 D-D hC(o) + hD(o)
+ 2 (C.18)
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Since

hC (o) HL(o)

hD(o) = HR(o)

C
Eq.

qC Q i=A
mC MC C

i=A

F
q Q Z q.i

D ~R i=D
mD M R F

E m.
i=D

under the condition q = qB = qC, mA = mB = mC' D =E

qF and mD = mE = mF'

Therefore, from equations (C.18) and (C.12) we get

hC (z) + hD(z) HL(z) + HR(z)

2 2 (C.20)

However, under large inter-subchannel diversion crossflow or

flow upset conditions, equations (C.15), (C.17), (C.19c) and

(C.19d) will not hold and hence equations (C.20) and (C.4)

become inequalities.

C.2 Suggestions on h* in terms of known parameters

A suggestion is made below regarding h* (stated in

(C.19a)

(C.19b)

(C.19c)

(C.19d)



equation (A.l.lla) and (A.l.llb) under the assumptions of

no diversion crossflow and no flow upset) in order to cope

with the conditions of large diversion crossflow and flow

upset.

h = - HL(ML
+ ML(o)) + HR(MR

2(ML + MR)

+ MR(o))

H + HR
+ L 2

NH
if WLR > 0

S HL(MLI + ML(o)) + HR(MR + MR(o))
h = L EXIT LEXIT R

2 (ML + MR)

HL + HR
R 2+ N H if WLR < 0 (C.22)

These two equations also hold under the conditions of

low diversion crossflow and no flow upset, hence it can be

used under any conditions we require in this thesis.

(C.21)
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATION OF NH, NU AND NTP FOR LINEAR GRADIENTS

OF ENTHALPY, VELOCITY AND PRESSURE

From Equations (A.1.1.6), (A.2.1.6a) and (A.3.1.6)

we define N H' NU, NTP in the following way:

H - HR
NH h -h

UL -UR
NU UC -UD

SPL ~ R

NTP PA ~ E

If we assume the transverse enthalpy profile through

channels is linear with slope Sh, NH becomes:

HL+HR N'H+HR NI

N= 2 + Sh 2 ij2 *2 2
H HLHR h HL+HR

(2 + Sh 72 ~Sh 7-

2 2 =2N N
11=N

for N odd (D. 1)
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HL+ N IdL+HR N

N= 2 +1 2 ij 2 h 2sij
H HL+HR S. HL+HR S..

(2 +Sh 2 2 h 2

N N

N
2

For the same reason for NU,

UL+UR N
+S - .. )-

- 2 u 2 11
U

_

for N even

N TP we obtain:

UL+UR N

2 u 2

(D.2)

HL+HR S.. HL+HR S-
2 u 2 u

= 2N = N for N odd

L+R N' UL+UR N( +5 - - -s.. ) -( - s - ---.. )2 u 2 i 2 u 2 ;)

L+HR S.. HL+HR S _

( 2 u 2

for N even

(D.3)

N

(D.4)

( +s

NTP = p

2 + S

N (pL+R N
-.. ) - ( 2

S i N 2 p ij

N N
2 2 N

I I = for N odd or even (D.5)

s..)
1.1

'1- (N -- )

N +N -l1

S..l)

2N -1
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where S , S and S = transverse slopes of enthalpy,
h' p u

pressure and velocity.
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APPENDIX E

PREDICTION OF ENTHALPY RISE IN THE HOT ZONE FOR

MULTIREGION AND HOMOGENIZED REPRESENTATIONS

Define the difference between the enthalpy rises in

the hot zone for the multi-subchannel and homogenized

representations as the enthalpy rise deviation. The

purpose of the factor NH(z) is to reduce this deviation

to zero. In this section we derive relations for this

deviation in the absence of application of this correc-

tion factor, i.e., taking NH = 1, for the ENTHALPY UPSET

CASE, ENTHALPY AND FLOW CASE, POWER UPSET CASE and the

POWER AND FLOW UPSET CASE.

The defining equation for the enthalpy deviation is

Enthalpy deviation - h EX(homogenized) - hEXIT(multi-subchannel)

for hot zone ~ h---(multi-subchannel) - h

|hot
zone

(E 1. a)

Now

hEIT (multi-subchannel)

hEXIT (homogenized) _ H

AH H - hIN

- hIN

no. of hot
side subchannels

ZEh i / subchannels -
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Hence equation (E.1.a) becomes

Enthalpy deviation
for hot zone

_ AH -
Ah (E.l.b)

In the evaluation of equation (E.l.b) in terms of bundle

parameters that follows, we assume that the amount of

enthalpy interchange between channels due to turbulent

mixing is much more than that due to diversion crossflow.

Therefore

At = A - A T.I

and AH = AH Q - AHT.I

(E.2.a)

(E.2.b)

where the minus sign is introduced for the hot zone

and

[EXIT

AH T. I.

- ITNLE\T T

(E.3)QTT.Idz
T

Since per Appendix A for either side L or R

Q' = q (E. 4.a)

rp
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and

M = E M.

AH , A

(E.4.b)

(E.4.c)

From (E.2.a), (E.2.b) and (E.4.c), the following equation

can be derived:

A - At = Ah 1 I

Hence we can rewrite equation (E.l.b)

Enthalpy deviation _

for hot zone

Now from equations (A.l.6a and A.l.7a) for an axial

( 6 h m)T.I = - (hC-hD )w

(6HLML T.I

then

(E.5)

A T. I. - AHT.I-.

q AiT.I.
(E. 6)

C
Z

i=A

step

and

CDAX

H L-HR

N R
NH()

A
W LR A

~ H. I.
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Since NH is established so that the LHS of both equations

are equal,

H (HL-HR)AX
H (hC-hD)AX (E.7)

Now since

6HT.I (HL-HR LR/ML

6hTI (hC-hD) w

ML = Em

(E.8a)

(E.8b)

(E. 4b)

then

N 6 HT.I
T.I (E.9a)

or when summed over the axial length of the fuel pin

AHT.I
NH =A (E.9b)

T.I

W L3R

w
L C 3 Dj
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Also per equation (C.4b)

Atq I = AH, Q (E.4b)

Insertion of equations (E.9b) and (E.4b) into (E.6)

yields:

Enthalpy deviation
for hot zone

- - 1

N H
AH

AHT.I NH

Now to evaluate equation (E.11) we express the ratio

AHQ?

AH in terms as follows.AHT.I

First we introduce power, flow and enthalpy ratio

definitions

Power Ratio =-R = HOT
R COLD

Flow Ratio E FR GHOT
R GCOLD

(E.12a)

(E.12b)

HHOT(z=O)
Inlet Enthalpy Ratio E HR =H (z=0 (E.12c)

HCOLDz=

and we recall the definition of 8

(E.ll)
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G. + G.
W -- s 2 /

[Hq'oL] /N'GhoA

Exit
Inlet

(E.13)

[Hhot(z) - Hcold(z)] S G dz

NAS Ghot

[N'ql ot]/ G 6 S)

L hot N L q cold N L
-- I I .-- Hcold(0) + Hhot
N GhotA N GcoldA s

[N q j N'As/(G3S)
hotr hot N L q cold N L

Ghot Gcold

H hot (0)
1LNfAHcold(0)

N15

[N Pr] N A S/(S)

NL 1
cold

H hot (0)

qcoldN'AS

then

AH , -

=T I

PRN L

cold
NA As



I -

[N P ] N A s/(SS)

PRN LG N I +
Ghot Gcold

[N PR] N A s/Ps)

PRN LG N LG

GR G +lhot cold

GN A

"hot(0) - Hcold) q? scold

[N PR] N As/( S)

PR N (l+ )- N (1+ L + Hhot(0) _ H cold(0) HGN' A2 R R dR qc

L L in

[N PR] q N As(BS)

iF~ 1 '- ...- vT

q? 1LPR (1+ ) -
R

PR q

N (1+FR) L + -
i--- 1+H R

H R

N A /(S)

2 q PR (1+F) - (1+FR)1
R

+ 1-HR
HG A (1+PR)

Hhot (0)

qcold

N'A
s

(E.l14)

As

qcold
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For ENTHALPY UPSET CASE, since FR = 1 R = 1 and q =0,

equation (E.1+) can be reduced to:

AHQ = q q' = 0 (E.15)AHT.I L H R1 -G S
SH R +1 H b

then equation (E.11) for this case becomes:

- - 1

NH

1 (E.16)
H- NH

NH

For ENTHALPY and FLOW UPSET CASE, since q = 0, equation

(E.14) can be reduced to:

AH I

AH = 0 (E.17)
T.I

then equation (E.11)

- 1

NH

NH

for this case becomes:

= (1 - NH) (E.18)
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For POWER UPSET CASE, since HR = 1, FR = 1, equation

(E.14) can be reduced to:

AH QI PRN As
AHTI (PR-1)LS

then equation (E.11) for this case becomes:

(1 - 1 )
NH

pRN As 1
(PR-1)LBS N H

H

(E.19)

(E.20)

For FLOW and POWER UPSET CASE since HR = 1, equation

(E.14) can be reduced to:

AHgt
AH IHT. I

N A
S

S L LP(1+FR (1±FR]
(E.21)

then the equation (E.11) for this case becomes:
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1 - 1

(E. 22)

R N A

BS L PR. 1 ) (1+FRNth hoognie case with NHR 1ad)ut-ubhne

From equations (E.18) and (E.20) we know that the differ-

ence of enthalpy for the hot channel at the exit between

the homogenized case with N H = 1 and multi-subchannel

case for the power upset case and the power and flow

upset case is a strong function of 6, HR, FR' R, N

and NH'
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APPENDIX F

LIMITATIONS ON THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF USED IN

CALCULATIONS WITH COBRA IIIC

The mixing coefficient, , is an input in COBRA IIIC.

It is used to calculate the turbulent interchange per

unit length between channels in the lumped subchannel

approach. Since it is physically impossible to have the

axial enthalpy rise in the flow channel fluctuate for

each axial step just due to the energy transport by the

turbulent interchange between the channels, a limitation

is imposed on the input value of 3. Derivation of the

limiting values for under different operating conditions

are presented in the following sections.

F.1 Derivation of General Expressions

F.1.1 Unheated Bundles

The limiting condition on 3 is that the enthalpy rise

for each axial step k in any channel i by the energy trans-

port with the adjacent channel j should be less than one

half of the transverse enthalpy difference between channels

i and j. This statement can be formulated by the follow-

ing expression:
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w. .(h.-h.)Ax h -h.

m k2
k

where wim, h. h are evaluated for any axial node k.

Since

w.
1,J

g. +g.
= Bs ( 2
m. = g.A

m = g A

equation (F.1.1) also can be expressed in a general way:

(F.l.2)g +g1 
h -h

xs 2(g. A )) h -h ) 2 0

Therefore

gi A
S< S7g +g )Ax (F.l.3)

F.1.2 Heated Bundles

Because the limitation set on B has nothing to do

with the heat added from heated rods, the expression

(E.1.3) is also true for heated bundles.
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F.2 Evaluation of Numerical Values for 6max

F.2.1 Enthalpy Upset Case

In this case, the diversion crossflow is very small.

Therefore, 1

gi +g

is closed to one half throughout the

entire length of the channels. For typical PWR geometry,

equation (F.l.3) thus can be evaluated by letting:

s = 0.122 inch

A. = 0.0098 ft 2

Ax = 5.76 inch

then

= 0.5 x 0.00094 = 0.096
max 0.122 5.76

12 12

In particular, it should be noted that max

(F.2.1.1)

in the

half-sized channel calculation becomes one half of its

nominal value in the full sized channel calculation.

Therefore, as long as a half sized channel is used,

Smax for half-sized channels becomes a limiting value for

8 provided a constant 8 is used for every channel in the

calculation. The 8max in the half-sized channel calcula-

tion can be established as follows:
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g.A.
6 (half-sized channel) = A

max 2s(g+g. )Ax

= 0 .5 6max

= 0.048 (F.2.1.2)

F.2.2 Enthalpy and Flow Upset Case

In this case, the limiting value of 6 occurs in the

region where the ratio has the smallest value pro-
gi +gj

vided a constant 6 is used throughout the channels.

There are three important features of the maximum 6

under the flow upset condition; i.e.,

(1) 6max under the flow upset condition is always

less than that under the enthalpy upset of the

power upset condition (since g < 1 )
gg~g 2

(2) The limiting 6 occurs at the inlet under the

flow upset condition. This is because the momen-

tum transport between channels tends to increase
g.

the value on gi along the channel.
gi+g

g.
(3) The minimum value of depends on the upset

g.+g.

flow ratio at the inlet. Generally, the higher

the flow upset ratio, the smaller the value of

g +g.
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In our application, a step flow upset inlet condition

is used where the higher flow rate 2-channels at the

inlet is 1.1 times larger than that for the center channel

and the lower flow rate at the inlet for the rest of the

channels is 0.9 times lower than that for the center

channel. Therefore, Smax in this case can be calculated

by the following formula:

giA
Smax s(g.+g.)Ax

0.9A.

s(1.l+0.9)Ax

0.9 x 0.00094
0.122 x (1.8) 5.76
12 12

= 0.097 (F.2.2.1)

If the half-sized channels are used for the center

channel to calculate the coupling coefficients, the

limiting 6 occurs in the half sized channel adjacent to

the high flowrate channels. Hence the 3max can be calcu-

lated as follows:
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giA.
max 2s(g.+g )Ax

1.0 x 0.00094

2 x 0.122 (1.0+1.1) x 5.7612 12

= 0.046

F.2.3 Power Upset Case

(F.2.2.2)

In this case, the max is the same as that in the

enthalpy upset case.

F.2.4 Power and Flow Upset Case

In this case, the max

flow upset case.

is the same as that in the
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APPENDIX G

METHODS TO ANALYZE HOMOGENIZED REPRESENTATIONS,

MULTI-SUBCHANNEL REPRESENTATIONS AND

TO COMPUTE NH(z)

The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate the

method to compute the multi-subchannel results, the

homogenized results and the coupling coefficients.

The procedure to obtain the multi-subchannel and homo-

genized results is discussed in section G.l. The input

data for the homogenized representations which can be

determined from the input data for the multi-subchannel

representations are discussed in section G.2. Finally,

the code changes are briefly discussed in section G.3

on the modifications made to fulfill the computations

required in this thesis.

G.1 Procedures

COBRA IIIC/MIT version is used in this thesis to

analyze the coupling coefficient NH in the energy conser-

vation equation. The steps to accomplish this purpose

are listed below:

1) Run a multi-subchannel case to obtain

a) Multi-subchannel results - the average para-

meters for the multi-subchannel steps L and R
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(refer to Figure 3 for subscripts L and R).

b) Coupling Coefficients - The following approxi-

mations are made so that coupling coefficients

can be obtained from the multi-subchannel

computation:

L(z) = HL(z)

tR( z) HR(z)

(G.1)

(G.2)

For instance, NH is defined in Appendix A as:

H - HR
NH h hC D

(A.l.9c)

insert (G.1) and (G.2) into (A.l.9c)

- L R

NH hC - h D
(G'3)

so NH is expressible in the multi-subchannel

parameters and can be evaluated in the multi-

subchannel computation.

2) Run a homogenized case which lumps N subchannels

into two homogenized channels L and R. The con-

servation equations in this case are modified



according to equations (A.l.7), (A.2.5) and (A.3.5)

so as to compute the homogenized results with

the coupling coefficients evaluated in step 1.

G.2 Input Data for Homogenized Representations

The relationships between the input data for the

homogenized representation and for the multi-subchannel

representation are summarized as follows:

, C
Q L . q1

Q = E q.
i=D

A = Z A.
L i=A

F

(G. 2. la)

(G. 2. lb)

(G. 2.lc)

A = Z A (G.2.ld)
i=D

C C
H = E mh. E m.
L i=A i=A

F F
H Z m.h. E m.

R i=D i=D

at inlet

at inlet

(G. 2. le)

(G.2.lf)
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C
G = E g.A. AL

i=A

F
GR = . iA AR

i=D

at inlet

at inlet

From the above relationships, the input data for the

homogenized representation can be determined from the

input data for the multi-subchannel representation.

G.3 Code Changes

Part of the code has been modified to fulfill the

purpose of this thesis. The code changes in the required

subroutines are listed as follows:

1) Subroutine EXPRIN - Calculate the parameters in

the homogenized representation and the coupling

coefficients, i.e., NH, NU, NTP, NTU and NTF.

2) Subroutine SCHEME - Read in the coupling coeffi-

cient either in a single value form or in a

discrete value form. Calculate NH.

3) Subroutines DIFFER and DIVERT - Incorporate the

coupling coefficients in the conservation equa-

tions.

(G. 2. lg)

(E. 2. lh)
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APPENDTX H

NH FOR THE HOMOGENIZED CASE COUPLING TWO

STRIPS OF UNEVEN NUMBERS OF SUBCHANNELS

For the multi-subchannel strip with uneven subchannel

numbers, i.e., coupling two multi-subchannel strips L and

R with different number of subchannels, NL and NR respectively,

the NH can be derived as follows:

Assume the enthalpy at the center is zero as the reference

point and

N L
HL hM_

NH H
N R

H R hM+

for the multi-subchannel
strip L

for the multi-subchannel
strip R

(H.1)

(H.2)

where

hM- = enthalpy of the half-sized subchannel in the
strip L and adjacent to the strip R

hM+ : enthalpy of
strip R and

the half-sized subchannel in the
adjacent to the strip L.

From the definition of NH

H - HR

NH h - h +
m- m

Insert equations H.1 and H.2 into H.3

(H.3)

N h
HHn

- H h +
HRm

nm_ - nm+

(H. 4)



Also assume

hm+ = - hm- (H.5)

Then equation (H.4) becomes

NH +NH
NH L2 R (H.6)

This relationship is expected to be valid as long as

NL and NR are large enough to make the assumption (H.5)

hold and the difference between NL and NR is small. An

heuristic criteria is suggested to limit the validity of

equation (H.6):

INL - N RI
min(NL,NR)

where min(NL,NR) is the smaller number between NL and

NR'


